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Justin Summerton, Robyn
Kahukiwa, Amy Melchior and
Fatu Feu'u
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Summer Catalogue: December to 2nd March The start of a busy year began with the continuation of

our Summer Catalogue which runs until the end of this month. A wide range of work in this catalogue has attracted
much attention and sales with works as diverse as salt glazed pots by Barry Brickell, early colonial artworks and
new works by a variety of contemporary New Zealand artists.

“Art is not Black and White” is the show scheduled for March as part of “White Night” and the Auckland

Arts Festival running from the 6th to the 28th of March. There will be a strong contingent of works by leading New
Zealand artists including Nick Wall, Roy Good, Philippa Blair, Alex Bartleet, Darryn George, Gordon Walters,
Max Gimblett, Sarah Hughs, Amy Melchoir, Robyn Gibson, Don Binney and other artists to be confirmed. “White
Night” is now one of the most successful visual arts events involving the dealer gallery circuit, this event is
scheduled for Saturday the 16th of March.

Exhibitions: Upcoming in the next few months shows include Mark Wooller (April), Justin Summerton (May),

Sir Toss Woollaston, Farm Shed, Upper
Moutere, 1995

Justin Summerton, Empty Pool, St Clair

Mark Wooller, Ponsonby and St Mary's,

“Early New Zealand Modernists and their Followers” and a fine art exhibition celebrating the gallery’s “25 Years
in Parnell”. This catalogue show will take place in June. We will be including quality artworks from several
estates and collections including a fine Gottfried Lindauer oil on canvas, an outstanding Sir Toss Woollaston oil on
canvas, a superb 1959 Doris Lusk oil and many other rare collectors’ paintings. There will also be a fine selection of
contemporary artwork from the gallery and other leading New Zealand artists. Mid-year we are mounting this most
interesting and intriguing exhibition titled “Early New Zealand Modernists and their Followers”. This show will
feature early New Zealand Modernists from the 1930s to the 1980s, some well-known and some not so well-known.
This is a show aimed at dedicated art lovers and collectors– that is you! A show not to be missed.

Other News: Gallery Artists with Residencies and Overseas Exhibitions
Exhibitions: Congratulations to Fatu Feu’u as he has been included in a major South Pacific exhibition in Cologne
Germany, starting on the 13th of October 2013. Fatu has also been commissioned to complete a major work for the
show, apart from other major paintings of his which will be included in the exhibition.
Good to hear Alexander Bartleet has been asked to exhibit his much admired work “Object Cave” at Silo Park
for the “White Night” evening. Alexander Bartleet, Mark Wooller and Amy Melchior were featured in recent NZ
House & Garden magazine issues. In August Fatu Feu'u, Robyn Kahukiwa, Mark Wooller and Alexander Bartleet
will feature at the Auckland Art Fair 2013 and Amy Melchior has a show scheduled with us in October.
Celebrations were also in order for Chris Pole, our Christchurch based artist who has been granted a two month
residency at Shalini Ganendra Fine Arts in Kuala Lumpur Malaysia. This will also include a solo exhibition.
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It has been a busy year already in relation to all the art publications we have been involved with. “Behind the
Canvas” has been selling well, backed by a pleasantly surprising number of positive reviews particularly in Art
NZ, Art News, NZ House & Garden, The Listener and Home-style Magazine. For overseas clients and locals who
have been unable to obtain a copy of “Behind the Canvas” locally, we confirm it can now be obtained from online
suppliers “The Nile” and “Fishpond”.
Fatu Feu’u’s book “On Life & Art” also received positive feedback and good numbers and both books have been
sold from the gallery as well as bookstores New Zealand wide.
The “Dark Stories by Dark Artists” book featuring Rozi Demant, published in England/China by CYPI press at
the end of last year is finally available. We know it can be ordered through The Book Depository although we will
be getting some copies in stock. Twenty four prominent international artists practicing in this Surrealist genre have
been included in the full colour publication which we have been told is already on sale at MOMA’s bookshop in
New York.
“Nga Atua” the delightfully illustrated children book by Robyn Kahukiwa is also now available from the gallery.

A New Book on Mervyn Williams: Text by Dr Edward Hanfling, Ron Sang Publishing
For some years beginning in 1998, the gallery, through group shows exhibited and sold works by celebrated NZ
artist Mervyn Williams. Mervyn has recently advised us that Ron Sang Publications will be publishing a book on
his art career, towards the end of this year. The text will be written by leading arts writer and author Dr Edward
Hanfling. We have sold many important and fine examples of this artists work and Mervyn would like as many of
these as possible to be considered for inclusion in the book. An illustrated record in a book of this quality does add
to the provenance of the painting. Please contact us as soon as possible with details of your painting in relation to
including your painting into the book.

Log on to the gallery or come on in. We look forward to seeing you soon.
www.warwickhenderson.co.nz
http://www.facebook.com/WarwickHendersonGallery
Quote of the month
“Ideas are funny things -they dont work unless you do” Anon
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